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Forward scattering in the H ¿D2\HD¿D reaction: Comparison
between experiment and theoretical predictions
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We investigate the sensitivity of photoinitiated experiments to forward-scattering features by direct
comparison of experimental angular distributions with quantum-mechanical calculations as well as
by forward-convolution of theoretical and model center-of-mass differential cross sections. We find
that the experimental sensitivity to forward-scattering angles depends on the instrumental velocity
resolution as well as on the kinematics of the detected product channel. Explicit comparison is made
between experimental HD(v851,2;j 8) center-of-mass angular distributions at collision energies
'1.6 eV~deduced from time-of-flight profiles using a single-laser, photolysis-probe approach! and
quantum-mechanical calculations on the BKMP2 potential energy surface. The comparison takes
into account the contributions from both slow and fast H atoms from the photolysis of HBr. We find
that the contribution of the slow H atoms, which is the major source of experimental uncertainty,
does not greatly affect the extraction of the angular distribution from the experimental time-of-flight
profile for a specific HD(v8, j 8) state. Except for HD(v851, j 858) and HD(v852, j 850), for
which either slow H atoms or the presence of a narrow forward-scattering peak make the analysis
more uncertain, the agreement between experiment and theoretical predictions is excellent.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1390505#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The past few years have witnessed unprecedented
perimental advances in the investigation of the H1H2 reac-
tion and its isotopic variants with the first reports of sta
resolved angular distributions at well-defined collisi
energies.1–12 Laser methods to photoinitiate the chemical
action and to detect the minute product yields into spec
product rovibrational states have made such a breakthro
possible.

One of these approaches, the so-called photoloc te
nique ~photo initiated reaction analyzed via thelaw of
cosines!,13–15 uses laser photolysis with a well-define
electric-field polarization to initiate the chemical reaction
a coexpanded mixture of a photolytic precursor and reag
A measurement of the product laboratory speed distribu
for a particular rovibrational product state allows a determ
nation of the corresponding center-of-mass angular distr
tion. Measurement of this laboratory speed distribution
been achieved by the use of multiphoton ionization detec
of the reaction product coupled to velocity-sensitive time-
flight mass spectrometry for a number of chemical reacti
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including H1D2,1–4,11 Cl1HD,16 Cl1CH4,17,18 and
Cl1C2H6.19–21

The photoloc technique permits a measurement
center-of-mass angular distributions over the entire scatte
angular range with an experimental resolution comparabl
more demanding crossed molecular beam techniques. Su
complete coverage from forward to backward scattering
not generally possible in crossed-molecular-beam
proaches where the laboratory-to-center-of-mass transfor
tion combined with geometrical constraints introduced by
beam sources often mask portions of the product center
mass angular distribution. In the very elegant and elabo
crossed-beam experiments on the H1D2 reaction carried out
by Schnieder, Welge, and co-workers,5–10,12the experimental
design of the apparatus leads to a complete insensitivit
product scattering below 50°~these laboratory angles ar
buried in the D2 beam!. Despite the very high quality of the
data obtained by this group, their technique has been un
to measure a potentially very interesting scattering regi
which is sensitive to the very details of the dynamics of t
reaction system. As we show in this work, such a limitati
is not generally present in the photoloc approach.

Using the photoloc technique, Zare and co-workers h
recently reported experimental center-of-mass angular di
butions for HD(v851, j 8) ~Ref. 3! and HD(v852, j 8) ~Ref.
4! product states at collision energies'1.6 eV. The authors
measured core-extracted time-of-flight profiles with a on
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4535J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 10, 8 September 2001 The H1D2→HD1D reaction
laser experimental geometry. In this approach, the same
pulse was utilized to photolyze the HBr precursor and
detect the nascent HD(v8, j 8) laboratory speed. A carefully
calibrated velocity basis set was employed to invert the
perimental signals into the corresponding center-of-mass
gular distributions. The well-justified assumptions are ma
that the slow HBr photolysis channel does not contrib
more than 10%–15% to the measured signal and the ex
mental velocity resolution is sufficient to justify the uniqu
ness of the speed-to-scattering-angle inversion proced
These experimental results showed a clear dependence o
angular distributions on product rotational quantum num
and were consistent with a hard-sphere reaction model w
the initial impact parameter is preferentially channeled i
product rotation. No theoretical calculations, however, w
available at the time for a direct comparison with the expe
mental data.

As a continuation of this line of work on the H1D2

exchange reaction, we report a detailed comparison betw
experiment and quantum mechanical~QM! calculation on
the Boothroyd, Keogh, Martin, and Peterson22 ~BKMP2! po-
tential energy surface. This PES has proved to be one o
most accurate up to date.6 We have taken special care
examine the effect of the slow HBr photolysis channel
well as the adequacy of the inversion procedure used to
tain center-of-mass angular distributions from the exp
mental raw data. The quantitative agreement between th
and experiment that we report in Sec. III B 1 supports
validity of our original assumptions~which were made prior
to the availability of QM results! and suggests that the pho
toloc technique is well-suited for the study of this importa
reaction system. However, the lower sensitivity to the f
ward region, especially to very sharp scattering featu
calls for a closer interplay of experiment and theory. In p
ticular, we find that for the state HD(v852, j 850) the raw
experimental data is consistent with the theoretical res
but the inversion of the experimental velocity distribution
not capable of providing the fine details of the scatter
process at very small angles. Strong forward-scattering
tures for H1D2→HD(v853, j 850)1D at 1.64 eV have
been recently observed by Zare and co-workers1 using a two-
laser, photolysis-probe approach. Reduced-dimension
QM calculations by Truhlar and co-workers23 have shown a
correspondence between these experimental findings a
scattering resonance for the compound state HDD(v153,
v250,J520). Such a study constitutes the first experime
tal observation of resonance behavior in the state-reso
differential cross section for the H1D2 reaction system. In
light of these new findings and the increasing availability
well-converged QM differential cross sections over a fi
grid of collision energies,24–26 we pay special attention in
Secs. III B 2 and III C to analyzing our present experimen
sensitivity to the forward-scattering region. Our intent is
provide the proper framework for a full exploitation of th
experimental data obtained using the photoloc technique
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II. METHODS

A. Experiment

The experimental implementation of the photoloc tec
nique for the H1D2→HD(v8, j 8)1D reaction system has
been described in detail in previous publications.2–4 We limit
ourselves to provide a brief account relevant to the pres
comparison with theoretical calculations.

A 1:4 mixture of HBr and D2 is expanded into a vacuum
chamber by means of a pulsed nozzle valve. A single,
early polarized laser pulse operating in the range of 208–
nm is used to photolyze the HBr precursor and to det
simultaneously and state-selectively the nascent HD(v8, j 8)
reaction product by~211! resonance-enhanced multiphoto
ionization ~REMPI! through theQ-branch members of the
HD EF 1Sg

1 –X 1Sg
1(0,v951, 2) bands. As previously

shown,27 this detection scheme is most sensitive~i.e., within
a few percent! to the number density of the probed mo
ecules. Single-collision conditions were ensured by perfo
ing the experiments 25–35 nozzle diameters away from
beam source. With this experimental approach, we only c
lect those HD molecules generated during the duration of
laser pulse, whose temporal width lies between 5 and 6
The collision energy resolution of these experiments is'50
meV full width at half maximum~FWHM! and it mainly
arises from the residual translational temperature of
beam expansion (T;50 K). Such a spread in collision en
ergy is of a similar magnitude to the variations in collisio
energy caused by the scanning of the photolysis-probe l
across different HD(v8, j 8) REMPI resonances. The D2 re-
agent internal energy distribution has been characterized
~211! REMPI and corresponds to 0.45:0.35:0.10 in thej 9
50, 1, 2 levels of the ground vibrational level (Trot;90 K).
HBr photolysis in our wavelength range generates fast
slow H atoms correlating with Br(2P3/2) and Br(2P1/2),
respectively.28–30 Branching fraction measurements in o
laboratory2 and in others30 show that the slow photolysis
channel has a photolysis branching fraction of'0.15 at the
photolysis wavelengths of the experiments.

After HBr photolysis and subsequent HD ionizatio
product ions travel inside a Wiley–McLaren time-of-fligh
spectrometer. A core extractor~3 mm radius! placed along
the time-of-flight axis selects only those ions with maxim
speed projections along the time-of-flight~detection! axis
prior to their detection by a microchannel plate detector.
all the experiments, the photolysis-probe laser polarizat
was perpendicular to the detection axis. To avoid spa
charge effects and other experimental artifacts, all the exp
ments were conducted under single-ion-counting conditi
with typical collection times ranging between 1.53103 and
33103 laser shots at a 10 Hz repetition rate. The co
extracted time-of-flight profiles are digitized and stored in
personal computer for inversion of the laboratory speed
tribution into center-of-mass angular distributions.

B. Theory

All the theoretical calculations have been carried out
the BKMP2 PES.22 The QM reactive scattering calculation
for the H1D2(v50, j 50) reaction have been performed u
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Summary of experimental and theoretical parameters.

HD(v8, j 8)

Collision energy~eV! HBr photolysis

Experiment QM calculation Branching
fraction

Br* /~Br1Br* !

Spatial anisotropyb

Fast Slow Fast Slow Fast Slow

~1,1! 1.71 1.37 1.70 1.39 0.15 21.0 1.0
~1,5! 1.70 1.34 1.70 1.30 0.15 21.0 1.0
~1,8! 1.66 1.30 1.64 1.30 0.15 21.0 1.0
~2,0! 1.56 1.20 1.55 1.20 0.15 21.0 1.2
~2,3! 1.55 1.19 1.55 1.20 0.15 21.0 1.2
~2,5! 1.53 1.17 1.55 1.15 0.15 21.0 1.2
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ing a coupled-channel hyperspherical coordinate method31 at
a total of 7 collision energies in the range 1.15–1.70 eV. T
precise values of the collision energies employed in the
culations are shown in Table I. They closely correspond
the experimental values to ensure a meaningful compari
At these collision energies, well-converged integral and d
ferential cross sections have been obtained by using the
rametersj max517, Emax52.65 eV, andkmax511 and by in-
cluding all partial waves up to total angular momentumJ
534. Further computational details have been given in p
vious work on this reaction system.5 For comparison pur-
poses, we have also carried out quasiclassical trajec
~QCT! calculations. Batches of 23106 trajectories were run
at 1.55 and 1.70 eV collision energies and a batch o
3106 trajectories was run at 1.64 eV. The details of the Q
method employed for the present calculations have been
scribed elsewhere.6,32

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table I provides a summary of the experimental and t
oretical parameters used in the present work. The experim
tal results may be subdivided into two groups, name
HD(v851, j 8) at collision energies centered around 1.70 e
and HD(v852, j 8) at 1.55 eV. The present QM calculation
performed in the collision energy range 1.15–1.70 eV all
for a comparison with experimental results well within t
experimental collision energy resolution of 50 meV. We a
list in Table I the experimentally determined HBr photolys
branching fractions as well as the spatial anisotropies at
collision energies of our experiments. We note that while
fast H-atom spatial anisotropy remains constant over
photolysis wavelength range, the slow channel anisotr
depends more steeply on the wavelength. Over our rang
photolysis wavelengths,bslow'1.0 for HD(v851, j 8) and
bslow'1.2 for HD(v852, j 8),30,33 which indicates the in-
creasing contribution of perpendicular character for this p
todissociation channel with respect to the purely parallel
havior ~b52.0! observed closer to the energet
threshold.29,30,33This information is necessary to carry out
detailed comparison with theory at the level of angular d
tributions and forward-convoluted time-of-flight profile
~Sec. III B!.
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A. Theoretical results

To initiate our discussion on forward-scattering featu
in the H1D2 reaction, we show in Fig. 1 the theoretical Q
and QCT differential cross sections for the product sta
relevant to this work as a function of center-of-mass scat
ing angleu r . Both QM and QCT angular distributions fol
low very similar trends, and the agreement between both
of calculations is in some cases very good, as it has b
shown previously at other collision energies.5,6,10 Such a
nearly quantitative agreement is not only true for the ab
lute value of the differential cross section but also for fin
details of the angular distributions~most probable value
width, dependence on product rotational level, etc.!.

Despite this overall good agreement between QM a
QCT differential cross sections, the QCT calculations tend
smooth out the oscillatory behavior of the QM differenti
cross sections and to underestimate the amount of forw
scattering by as much as a factor of 4 for HD(v852, j 8
50). We also note that forward scattering is most promin
for the states with the largest~smallest! amount of vibra-
tional ~rotational! excitation.

B. Comparison between experiment and QM
predictions

1. Differential reaction rates

In order to incorporate the contribution of both photol
sis channels in the theoretical predictions, we need to bea
mind that the experiment is only sensitive to the total num
density of reaction products generated within the tempo
envelope of the photolysis-probe laser. Typically, the rate
HD(v8, j 8) product formation is given by the familiar ex
pression,

dnHD

dt
5~nH•nD2

!•S (
i

ki~Ecoll!•Xi D , ~1!

wherenH andnD2
are the total number densities of the rea

tants,ki(Ecoll) is the reaction rate for reaction into a give
HD(v8, j 8) state at a collision energyEcoll , and Xi is the
branching fraction for theith photolysis channel. In our par
ticular case, the sum in Eq.~1! reduces to two terms with
Xi50.85 and 0.15, corresponding to the fast and slow H
photolysis channels, respectively. The reaction rateki(Ecoll)
is given by
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 1. QM and QCT differential cross sections for all the HD(v8, j 8) product states relevant to this work. The collision energies of the calculated differe
cross sections correspond to those of the fast HBr photolysis channel~see Table I!. Error bars in the QCT angular distributions correspond to 12s.
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ki~Ecoll!5s i~Ecoll!•n i , ~2!

where s i(Ecoll) is the reaction cross section andn i

5A2Ecoll /mH–D2
is the relative speed of the collision pair fo

the ith photolysis channel. Within the first few nanosecon
there is a negligible depletion of the reactant number de
ties (nH ,nD2

@nHD). Consequently, the total number of H
productsnHD detected in the experiments is given by tim
integration of Eq.~1! taking into account the temporal lin
shape of the excitation-detection laser~see Appendix!. The
result can be written as

nHD5~nH•nD2
!•S (

i
ki~Ecoll!•Xi D

•E
0

1`

gphot2probe~ t !dt, ~3!

wheregphot2probe(t) is a function that depends on the temp
ral profile of the laser as well as on the specifics of
absorption and detection steps. This last term in Eq.~3! is
identical for both photolysis channels. Therefore, it does
Downloaded 22 Apr 2004 to 171.64.124.7. Redistribution subject to AIP
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need to be explicitly considered in the present comparis
The last term amounts to a numerical constant that depe
only on the specifics of the experimental procedure, i.e
merely represents the absolute number of HD products
tected. Consequently, we can define a solid-angle differen
product yield and differential reaction rate as

]nHD

]V r
5~nH•nD2

!•S (
i

]ki~Ecoll!

]V r
•Xi D

•E
0

1`

gphot2probe~ t !dt, ~4!

where the differential reaction rate]ki(Ecoll)/]V r is related
to the calculated differential cross section]s i(Ecoll)/]V r by
an analogous expression as that shown by Eq.~2!,

]ki~Ecoll!

]V r
5

]s i~Ecoll!

]V r
•n i . ~5!

Therefore, for a comparison of specific HD(v8, j 8) product
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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states it is only necessary to know the corresponding dif
ential reaction rates and branching fractions for the fast
slow HBr photolysis channels.

To account for the effects of instrumental resolution
the present comparison, we have blurred the theoretical
tributions by the instrument function. In previous work2

calibration of the instrument with single-speed velocity d
tributions has showed that the experimental resolution in
locity space ~i.e., time-of-flight profile! may be approxi-
mately modeled by the use of a Gaussian line shape, i.e

f inst~n2n i !5S 1

dnAp
D •e2~~n2n i !/dn!2

, ~6!

wheredn is related to the FWHM of the instrument functio
by dn5FWHM/2Aln 2. The value fordn is directly obtained
from the total laboratory speed range and the number of
sis functions employed in the inversion of experimen
time-of-flight profiles. We note that the instrumental reso
tion dn is constant in velocity space, but not when expres
in terms of the variable cosur . Such an angle-depende
resolution is a direct consequence of the nonlinear mapp
between product laboratory speednHD and center-of-mass
scattering angleu r given by the law of cosines,

nHD
2 5uCM

2 1uHD
2 12•uCM•uHD•cosu r , ~7!

whereuCM is the center-of-mass speed anduHD is the prod-
uct speed in the center-of-mass scattering frame. From
~7!, we find that the approximate angular resolutiondcosur

is
related to the~constant! experimental time-of-flight resolu
tion dn by

dcosur
5S nHD

uCM•uHD
D •dn . ~8!

From previous work on this reaction system,2–4 the resulting
angular resolution in the experimental data varies from 5
6° in the backward (cosur521) to 12°–13° in the forward
scattering region (cosur511).

The angle-dependent instrumental function required
blur the theoretical angular distributions may be obtain
from Eq. ~6! as follows:

f inst~cosu r2cosu r ,i !5 f inst~n2n i !•S dn

d cosu r
D

5 f inst~n2n i !•S uCM•uHD

n D . ~9!

Finally, the blurred angular distribution is given by convol
tion of Eq. ~9! with the theoretical angular distribution,

K ]k

]V r
L

cosur ,i

5E
21

11S f inst~cosu r2cosu r ,i !

•S ]k

]V r
D

cosur

D d cosu r . ~10!

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the experimental and blu
theoretical angular distributions. We have included in ea
plot the contributions of both photolysis channels weigh
Downloaded 22 Apr 2004 to 171.64.124.7. Redistribution subject to AIP
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by their occurence~cf. Table I!. The experimental points
have been obtained from linear least-squares fits us
evenly spaced velocity basis functions as described in de
previously.2,33 The experimental angular distributions ha
been scaled to the same area as the corresponding theor
distributions. Their associated error bars represent 12s un-
certainty bands. The effect of the instrument function on
theoretical distributions is not major in the backscatter
hemisphere but it clearly broadens and flattens the sh
forward-scattering peaks of the low-j 8 states. Overall, the
agreement between experimental and theoretical predict
is very satisfactory. For both HD(v851, j 8) and HD(v8
52, j 8) reaction products, the angular distributions sh
from backward toward sideways scattering as the prod
rotational angular quantum number increases. Qualitativ
this behavior is the expected dependence of a direct reac
where the initial impact parameter~initial orbital angular
momentum! is preferentially channeled into produc
rotation.3,4

The contribution of the slow photolysis channel to t
total differential reaction rate is greatest for HD(v851, j 8
51) product state~19.5%! for which the state-specific tota
reaction cross section at the lower collision energy of 1
eV is ;1.3 times greater than the corresponding one at 1
eV. The shape of the angular distribution, however, is
greatly modified by the incorporation of the slower reacti
channel and the agreement with experiment remains v
satisfactory. The smallest contribution of the slow chan
~0.02%! occurs for HD(v852, j 855). All other rovibra-
tional product states fall between these two limits with
average contribution of the slow channel of;11%. This
value is within our previous estimates ranging 10%–15%3,4

which justified the inversion of the experimental data in
center-of-mass angular distributions prior to the availabi
of theoretical calculations. It is expected, however, that
glect of the slow reaction channel will make the agreem
for the finest details of the angular distribution less quant
tive. The QM calculations shown in Figs. 1 and 2 have o
been performed for the rotationless state of the D2 reagent
while, as explained in Sec. II A, our experimental diatom
reagent distribution spreads over the first three rotational
els. Whereas we have not incorporated all rotational level
our comparison we expect that differences with the presen
results will be minor. This claim is substantiated by qua
classical trajectory calculations at 1.29 eV by Aoizet al.34 as
well as the very satisfactory agreement between theory
experiment evidenced by the results shown in Fig. 2.

The agreement between experiment and calculation
the level of angular distributions is less satisfactory in tw
situations. For the HD(v851, j 858) state, the contribution
of the slow channel to the total differential reaction rate
well within the experimental error bars reported~cf. Fig. 2!.
There is, nevertheless, a sensible discrepancy between
perimental and theoretical distributions in the backscatter
region, the experimental distribution being broader than
theoretical one. In addition, the calculated HD(v852, j 8
50) shows an intense and narrow forward scattering p
not present in the experimental angular distributions. A sim
lar but less dramatic forward-scattering peak is also pres
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Comparison of experimental and blurred theoretical angular distributions for all the HD(v8, j 8) relevant to this work. Dashed and dotted line
correspond to the contributions of the fast and slow HBr photolysis channel, respectively. The experimental points~filled circles! are shown along with their
associated 12s error bars. Table I shows the experimental and theoretical collision energies used for each HD rovibrational state.
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for HD(v851, j 851). We note, however, that the exper
mental data for this state was obtained at lower resolu
and, thus, we expect to be less sensitive to the le
pronounced forward scattering peak. As mentioned be
and discussed in previous publications,2–4 the angular reso-
lution of photoloc experiments is angle-dependent, be
best in the backward-scattering region and worst in
forward-scattering region. In spite of this decrease in forw
scattering resolution, it should still be possible to obta
meaningful information about the fastest moving produc
In order to extract such information, it is necessary
complement the speed-to-angle inversion procedure wi
more direct approach. Thus, we were motivated to inve
gate a forward-convolution of the theoretical angular dis
butions into time-of-flight profiles to allow for a direct com
parison of the theoretical predictions with the ra
experimental data.

2. Forward-convoluted time-of-flight profiles

In Sec. III B 1 we compared experiment and theory at
level of angular distributions. While a theoretical approa
Downloaded 22 Apr 2004 to 171.64.124.7. Redistribution subject to AIP
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calculates directly the differential cross section, the exp
mental data has been obtained from an inversion of the la
ratory product velocity distribution~time-of-flight profile!
into an angular distribution. A necessary step in such a p
cedure is to define a finite product laboratory velocity ba
set and to perform a linear least-squares fit of the experim
tal signal. The size of this basis set~number of basis func-
tions! is determined by the instrumental velocity resoluti
and it has been obtained by an extensive calibration of
instrument using single-speed velocity distributions aris
from photolysis and chemical reaction.2,33 Implicit in this
analysis is the assumption that there is sufficient instrume
resolution to obtain a nearly unique fit of the experimen
signal.

The comparison presented in the previous section
tween experiment and theory corroborates to a great ex
the adequacy of this approach. Nevertheless, it is still p
sible to test further the method by calculating the time-
flight profiles that would result from the theoretical angu
distributions and to compare them with the raw experimen
data. To this end, we proceeded as follows. In our photo
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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experiment, the center-of-mass angular distribution fr
chemical reaction for a particular HD(v8, j 8) quantum state
is related to the three-dimensional laboratory velocity dis
bution by the following expression:13

P~nI HD!5S 1

2•uCM•uHD•nHD
D •S 1

s

ds

dV r
D

•@11b rxn~ ûCM•n̂HD!•P2~ êphot•n̂HD!#,
~11!

whereuCM , uHD , nHD retain the same meaning as befo
the superscript carats denote unit vectors, andêphot corre-
sponds to a unit vector along the photolysis laser polar
tion. The second term in Eq.~11! corresponds to the norma
ized differential cross section at a given solid angle.
include the effects of both photolysis channels in this sim
lation, it is only necessary to replace this second term by
corresponding differential reaction rate and to sum over
possible photolysis channels taking into account their diff
ent photolysis anisotropies~see Table I!.

Using the same instrumental parameters as those
ployed in the analysis of the experimental data, we h
performed a Monte Carlo simulation of the theoretical an
lar distributions. Briefly, the simulation is performed by sa
pling the three-dimensional velocity distribution shown
Eq. ~11!. The probability of an ion packet with a definit
laboratory speed and angular anisotropy is computed fo
given experimental geometry taking into account the ins
mental velocity resolution. The parametrizations used to
scribe the instrument function have already been describe
detail in previous work.2,33

The resulting forward-convoluted, core-extracted tim
of-flight profiles are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for all the pro
uct rovibrational states. We also show the contributions
the two photolysis channels to the total forward-convolu
time-of-flight profile in an analogous manner to what w
shown in Fig. 2. As before, we have normalized the exp
mental and theoretical time-of-flight profiles to the same a
for ease of comparison.

The slower photolysis channel has a more visible eff
for the HD(v851, j 8) states with contributions ranging from
'20% for HD(v851, j 851) and HD(v851, j 855) to 15%
for HD(v851, j 858). For HD(v851, j 851) and HD(v8
51, j 855) the overall shape of the forward-convolute
time-of-flight profile does not change appreciably after
inclusion of the slower channel. Specifically, for HD(v8
51, j 855), the slight lower weight given to the slow
moving signal can account for the minor differences betw
theory and experiment in the position of the backscatter
local minimum. A more interesting scenario is revealed
HD(v851,j 858). In this case, the time-of-flight profile ha
shifted to higher product laboratory speeds~more sideways
scattering! for both photolysis channels~cf. Figs. 1 and 2!.
However, the slow photolysis channel has a noticeably n
rower velocity span and the resulting time-of-flight profi
falls in a range corresponding to backward scattering for
fast photolysis channel. Because the experimental sensit
after core-extraction is largest for back-scattered produ
addition of a mere 15% of signal to the slow portion of t
time-of-flight results in an overestimation of the amount
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backscattered product, consistent with the experimental
gular distribution that assumed a single photolysis chan
From these considerations we conclude that it is quite ju
fiable to neglect the effect of the slow photolysis chan
provided its contribution is small~10%–20%! and the prod-

FIG. 3. Comparison between experimental HD(v851, j 8) time-of-flight
profiles and the corresponding forward convolutions of the QM angu
distributions. As in Fig. 2, we show the contributions of the two HBr ph
tolysis channels to the total signal~see legend in the figure!.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for HD(v852, j 8) product states.
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uct laboratory speed ranges are similar, i.e., both chan
are away from the energetic reaction threshold and their
lision energies are not very dissimilar.

For the HD(v852, j 8) states~see Fig. 4!, the contribu-
tion of the slow photolysis channel to the time-of-flight pr
file has decreased considerably with respect to HDv8
51, j 8). The worst case is HD(v852, j 853) with a 9%
contribution which does not greatly modify the shape of
forward-convoluted time-of-flight profile. For HD(v852, j 8
50) and HD(v852, j 855) the slow-channel contribution
has decreased to 3% and 0.04%, respectively. The agree
between the simulated and experimental time-of-flight p
files is excellent. Such an agreement is also present in
angular distributions, specially for HD(v852, j 853) and
HD(v852, j 855). For HD(v852, j 850), the time-of-flight
profiles show a narrow back-scattered~slow! peak both in
the theoretical forward-convoluted and experimental profi
consistent with predominant backscattering. The narrow
intense forward scattering feature in the calculated ang
distribution ~see Fig. 1! appears as two very weak peaks
the maximal product laboratory speed. In Fig. 5 we show
enlarged view of the HD(v852, j 850) time-of-flight pro-
files. The experimental time-of-flight profile is consiste
with the two narrow fast-moving peaks corresponding to
forward-scattering signature~cf. Figs. 1 and 2!. Also note
that over these product laboratory speeds the slow cha
does not contribute and, therefore, all the signal experim
tally observed at these laboratory speeds corresponds to
~forward-scattered! HD(v852, j 850) product arising from
the fast channel. Nevertheless, the total amount of sig
corresponding to forward scattering is very small. We e
mate that for this product state only a few ions out of 30
400 ions at the peak of the profile were detected in the co
of the experimental runs, thereby giving rise to the la
amount of shot noise in the experimental profile. In veloc
space, the width of this forward-scattering peak is on
order of 6 m/s compared to'1000 m/s for the backscattere

FIG. 5. Blow-up of the experimental time-of-flight profile and theoretic
forward convolution corresponding to HD(v852, j 850). In both experi-
ment and calculation, there is a clear contribution of the fastest moving
products. This signature corresponds to the forward-scattering peak s
in Figs. 1 and 2 for this product state.
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peak. The total product laboratory velocity range is 77
m/s. Moreover, we also need to incorporate the decrea
sensitivity of the core-extraction technique to fast-movi
products, which becomes particularly strong for certain pr
uct speed combinations~see Sec. III C!. It is then understand-
able that an inversion procedure using a finite basis set w
the lowest resolution in the forward-scattering region m
not be capable of accounting for such a sharp and nar
scattering feature. Note that in Fig. 2 there is only one
locity basis function encompassing the angles for most
ward scattering. Moreover, the least-squares fitting proced
used to extract the experimental angular distribution o
tries to minimize the global chi-squares and is not very s
sitive to small changes in the chi-squares induced by a be
fit of the fast~forward-scattering! wings of the time-of-flight
profile. We are then led to conclude that a detailed analy
of sharp, forward-scattering features in photoloc-derived
gular distributions requires not only an inversion of labo
tory time-of-flights into angular distributions using a fini
laboratory velocity basis set but also a comparison of
experimental time-of-flights with forward-convoluted the
retical or model angular distributions.

C. Sensitivity of the photoloc technique to forward
scattering

As a prelude to a quantitative analysis that follows
this section, a few qualitative remarks are in order. It is re
tively simple to understand why core-extracted time-of-flig
profiles suffer from a decreased sensitivity to forward sc
tering. To appreciate this feature, we assume that the ch
cal reaction produces equal amounts of fast- and sl
moving products with identical spatial anisotropies. T
corresponding one-dimensional projection of this veloc
distribution would be the arithmetic sum of two profiles
identical shape but with different velocity spans, i.e., t
fast-moving one being stretched by a factor ofn fast/nslow with
respect to the slow-moving one. An immediate conseque
of such an addition is the unavoidable pile-up of contrib
tions from different speeds at the same time-of-flight an
reduction of the experimenter’s ability to invert with confi
dence the time-of-flight profile into a center-of-mass angu
distribution, given the practical existence of experimen
noise and finite instrumental resolution. By use of a co
extractor, only the edges of each individual speed contri
tion are detected and, therefore, the amount of overlap
tween different product speeds is dramatically decreas
However, we also lose the ability to relate directly the re
tive amounts of products at different speeds~only a careful
calibration of the instrument function can recover this info
mation!. Qualitatively, for our previous example of a fas
and slow-moving velocity distribution, and assuming perfe
core-extraction, the core-extracted signals for the fast-~for-
ward! and slow-moving~backward! products would approxi-
mately scale as

Sfast

Sslow
'

nslow

nfast
. ~12!

D
wn
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From these simple considerations summarized by Eq.~12!, it
becomes apparent that forn fast@nslow, the experimental sen
sitivity to forward scattering approaches zero. Equation~11!
may be used as a rough guide for the sensitivity to forw
scattering of a given experiment. In practical situations,
limit n fast@nslow is determined by both the instrumental res
lution and the signal to noise ratio. More than an order-
magnitude difference between the sensitivity to fast- a
slow-moving products may be sufficient to add uncertai
to a direct inversion of the experimental data into a cen
of-mass angular distribution, particularly in regard to t
overall magnitude of forward-scattering peaks. In such
case, a direct forward-convolution procedure as the one
scribed in Sec. III B 2 may be more appropriate.

To provide a more quantitative analysis of the sensitiv
of photoloc experiments using core-extraction to forwa
scattering features, we have carried out time-of-flight sim
lations of model forward–backward angular distributio
closely resembling the situation existing for the HD(v852,
j 850) product state. In Fig. 6~a! we show the model angula
distributions used in these simulations. They correspond
Gaussian, forward–backward symmetric differential cro
sections with angular widths of 10° half width at half max
mum ~HWHM! in the backward region and 10° and 5
HWHM in the forward region. We have employed the sam
simulation parameters as those used for the HD(v852,j 8
50) in Sec. III B 2 with the exception of the center-of-ma

FIG. 6. Forward convolutions of forward-backward model angular distri
tions for several values of thea parameter~see text for definitions!. ~a!
Model angular distributions.~b! and ~c! Corresponding time-of-flight pro-
files.
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and laboratory product speeds, which we allowed to vary
explained below. The figure of merit in the forward
convoluted time-of-flight profiles shown in Figs. 6~b! and
6~c! is the parametera, closely related to Eq.~12!, and de-
fined as14

a5
uHD

uCM
. ~13!

This parameter is a direct measure of the feasibility o
photoloc experiment. The largest laboratory velocity ran
n range and, consequently, the largest number of single-sp
velocity basis functions occurs whena51. This condition
has been typically considered to be the optimal one fo
photoloc experiment because it represents the point at w
the experiment uses the largest range of product labora
speeds resulting in a concomitant increase in the numbe
single-speed basis functions.14 We see, however, that such
not the case in terms of the experimental sensitivity to f
ward scattering. In Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!, the poorest sensitivity
to forward scattering occurs for precisely this value ofa.
Such a lack of sensitivity is a consequence of the presenc
a very strongnHD'0 peak in the time-of-flight profile aris
ing from backward-scattered signal. For the other two ca
~a50.5, 2.0!, the situation is more favorable@cf. Fig. 6~b!#
and the differences in sensitivity to forward and backwa
scattering remain within the same order of magnitude. S
an increase in sensitivity is, however, linked with a smal
range of laboratory speeds and, therefore, a smaller ang
resolution.

For the state HD(v852, j 850), a51.01, a value ap-
proaching the worst case for forward-scattering sensitiv
This finding helps explaining the low experimental sensit
ity to the theoretical forward-scattering peak, as eviden
by the inability of a global inversion procedure to grasp t
rapidly varying feature at 0°. We also note the great sensi
ity to the width of the forward peak. As shown in Figs. 6~b!
and 6~c!, a decrease of the forward scattered peak width
merely a factor of 2 completely alters our experimental s
sitivity making the detection of a very narrow~5° or less!
feature much more demanding for all values ofa shown in
the figure. A complete comparison of experimental and t
oretical angular distributions requires full account of the
considerations.

For the HD(v853, j 8) experimental angular distribu
tions at Ecoll51.64 eV recently reported to exhibit a larg
forward-scattering component1 the situation is closer to the
case shown in Fig. 4~b! ~a ranges between 0.3 and 0.7!.
Thus, our experimental sensitivity to forward scattering
enhanced with respect to the HD(v852, j 850) case pre-
sented in this work. This conclusion is confirmed by t
lineshape of the experimental time-of-flight profiles, whi
show a noticeable fast component corresponding to
forward-scattering peak@see Fig. 6~b!#. Within the frame-
work presented throughout this work, it should be possible
provide a direct comparison between theory and experim
in an attempt to understand the origin of resonance beha
in this reaction system manifested at the level of produ
state-resolved angular distributions.

-
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The sensitivity of the photoloc technique to forwar
scattering features has been thoroughly investigated by
plicit comparison between one-laser experiments and
predictions on the H1D2→HD1D exchange reaction. Over
all, the agreement between experiment and theory is v
satisfactory, illustrating the robustness of the inversion p
cedure typically used to extract dynamical information fro
photoloc experiments. Discrepancies between theory and
periment have been attributed to either the presence of
slower photolysis channel in the one-laser experiments,
pecially for HD(v851, j 858), and/or to the lower angula
resolution and sensitivity in the forward scattering region
particular HD(v8, j 8) states. An alternative comparison b
tween theory and experiment performed by explicit forwa
convolution of the theoretical angular distributions corrob
rates the above conclusions. Furthermore, it shows that
forward-scattering peak present in the QM calculation
HD(v852, j 850) is consistent with the experimental ra
data. Simulation of QM and model angular distributio
show that care must be exercised in interpreting the e
form of forward-scattering features obtained from invers
of experimental time-of-flight data, i.e., the instrumen
resolution and the kinematics of the detected HD(v8, j 8)
state may broaden the sharpness of any forward-scatte
feature. These simulations also demonstrate the signifi
gain in understanding that can be obtained when it is p
sible to forward-convolute reliable QM calculations for
comparison with raw experimental data.
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APPENDIX: RATE EQUATION MODELING
OF ONE-LASER EXPERIMENTS

The photolysis, chemical reaction, and product detec
that takes place simultaneously under the temporal enve
of a single laser pulse may be written as

AX1hn→A1X photolysis, ~A1!

A1BC→AB1C reaction, ~A2!

AB1nhn→AB11e2 product detection, ~A3!
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whereAX is the photolytic precursor,A is the ‘‘hot’’ particle,
BC is the molecular reagent, andAB andC are the reaction
products. The system of first-order differential equations a
initial conditions governing steps~A1!–~A3! is given by

dnAX

dt
52kphot~ t !•nAX nAX~0!5nAX

ini , ~A4!

dnBC

dt
52krxn•nA•nBC nBC~0!5nBC

ini , ~A5!

dnA

dt
5kphot~ t !•nAX2krxn•nA•nBC nA~0!50, ~A6!

dnC

dt
5krxn•nA•nBC nC~0!50, ~A7!

FIG. 7. Solution of the reactant and product temporal evolution upon e
tation by a square laser pulse. The traces shown have been arbitrarily s
to highlight their time dependence.

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7 but for a Gaussian laser pulse.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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dnAB

dt
5krxn•nA•nBC2kdet~ t !•nAB nAB~0!50, ~A8!

dnAB1

dt
5kdet~ t !•nAB nAB1~0!50, ~A9!

wherekphot(t), krxn , andkdet(t) are the photolysis, chemica
reaction, and detection rates with units of s21, cm23 s21, and
s21, respectively. For the definition ofkrxn , the reader is
referred to Eq.~2! in the main text. The time-dependent ra
constantskphot(t) andkdet(t) may be written as

kphot~ t !5kphot•glaser~ t !5sphot•F•glaser~ t !, ~A10!

kdet~ t !5kdet•glaser
n ~ t !5sdet•~F•glaser~ t !!n. ~A11!

In Eq. ~A10!, sphot is the photolysis cross section~cm2!, F is
the peak laser fluence~photons cm22 s21!, and glaser(t) de-
scribes the temporal evolution of the laser pulse. All the
quantities may be obtained experimentally for any given
cusing geometry and photolytic precursor. Similar consid
ations also apply to Eq.~A11!, where the effective detectio
cross sectionsdet has units of cm2n sn21. The use of Eqs.
~A8!, ~A9!, and~A11! to model the detection step deserve
few comments. In general, it is necessary to incorporate
presence of a resonant step and other decay channels o
excited state populationAB* that mediates the transitio
from the ground stateAB neutral to theAB1 ion. However,
it is possible to show that to a first-order approximation,
total ionization rate for a (n1m) resonant multiphoton ion
ization process follows a power law which scales
Fn1m.35,36 Moreover, for the case of (n1m) multiphoton
ionization withn.m, the final ionization step tends to sat
rate first, approaching anFn power dependence. Such pow
laws may be easily obtained by performing a laser inten
dependence of the ion signal. In our experiments us
~211! REMPI, the power-law exponents typically vary b
tween 2.0 and 3.0, indicating partial saturation of the ioni
tion step.

Equations~A4!–~A9! can be solved numerically for an
n
7
la

N
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given laser temporal profileglaser(t), photolysis, chemical
reaction, and detection rates. However, the solution to
system of first-order differential equations can be grea
simplified after imposing two well-justified assumptions. A
sume that the chemical reaction has a negligible contribu
to the depletion of ‘‘hot’’ A atoms andBC molecules, i.e.,
over the duration of a nanosecond laser pulse, the first t
in Eq. ~A6! is typically 105– 106 times greater than the sec
ond. Also assume that the detection step does not cha
appreciably the population ofAB products, that is, it merely
probes the product number density. With these two assu
tions, the second terms on the right-hand side of Eqs.~A6!
and~A8! may be set to zero. The solution to the time evo
tion of all species of interest is then given by successive t
integration of the reagent, product, and ion populations,

nAX~ t !5nAX
ini
•e2*0

t kphot~u!du, ~A12!

nA~ t !5nAX
ini
•E

0

t

kphot~u!•e2* kphot~u!dudu, ~A13!

nAB~ t !5krxn•nAX
ini
•nBC

ini

•E
0

t S E kphot~u!•e2* kphot~u!duduDdu, ~A14!

nAB1~ t !5krxn•nAX
ini
•nBC

ini
•E

0

t S kdet~u!•E S E kphot~u!

•e2* kphot~u!duduDduDdu. ~A15!

Noting that the total number of ‘‘hot’’ A atoms produced b
the laser pulse is given by

nA
total5nA~`!5nAX

ini
•E

0

`

kphot~u!e2* kphot~u!dudu, ~A16!

we can rewrite Eq.~A15! as
nAB1~ t !5krxn•nA
total

•nBC
ini

•E
0

tS kdet~u!•*~* kphot~u!e2* kphot~u!dudu!du

*0
`kphot~u!e2* kphot~u!dudu D du

5krxn•nA
total

•nBC
ini

•E
0

tS sdet•Fn
•glaser

n ~u!•*~* glaser~u!e2* glaser~u!dudu!du

*0
`glaser~u!e2* glaser~u!dudu D du. ~A17!
.

After integration of Eq.~A17! from zero to infinity, it be-
comes identical in form to Eq.~3! in the text, that is, the
integrand of Eq. ~A17! corresponds to the functio
gphot-probe(t). For illustration purposes we show in Figs.
and 8 the solutions for the case of square and Gaussian
temporal profiles.
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